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ABOUT RK
ALUMNI CONNECT
RK Alumni Connect is a networking group for current and
former Robins Kaplan attorneys. We hope to provide forums
for learning and professional development, an alumni website,
CLE/professional development and training, community
service activities, diversity & inclusion programming, pro bono
opportunities, and networking and social events.
Visit us on LinkedIn to stay current on updates from Robins
Kaplan, get news about former colleagues, and information on a
variety of legal developments, as we continue to build years of
friendships.
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STANDING IN SOLIDARITY
WITH THE BLACK COMMUNITY
The senseless killings of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery,
Tony McDade (and countless others) have sparked a much-needed global
conversation about anti-Black racism, racial justice, and the responsibility
that each of us has to make our communities more equitable. These
tragedies reveal, among other things, that as a society we have not fully
understood our own history and progress in the context of racial equality
and justice. We continue to listen, learn, and reflect on how these events
must change us as a country and as an organization.
At Robins Kaplan, we have recommitted ourselves to doing the hard work
that is required to live out the foundational principals of both our country
and our firm and to ensure complete racial justice and equality for Black
Americans. Steps we have taken so far include:
•	facilitating difficult internal conversations about how systemic
racism and white privilege have impacted Black communities and
our firm;
•	creating resource groups for our Black firm members to build
community, provide support, and contribute to greater inclusion;
•	establishing new channels of communication between our firm
members from historically underrepresented groups and our
leadership;
•	pooling our collective resources to support organizations
dedicated to racial justice and organizations serving our
communities of color; and
•	engaging in and exploring new Pro Bono and volunteer work that
will impact those most affected by systemic racism (as part of
this effort, we joined the Law Firm Antiracism Alliance to amplify
the voices of communities of color and use the law as a vehicle to
promote racial equity).
We recognize that the journey forward is a long one, and we take our
responsibility seriously to ensure equal rights for Black Americans and
dismantle systemic racism.
Click here to read a message from our Executive Board and learn more
about the Firm’s response.
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ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT
We got a chance to catch up with two former Robins Kaplan
attorneys, Reynaldo Aligada and Tara Sharp to see what they
are up to now. Read on to check out their current endeavors and
accomplishments!

REYNALDO ALIGADA
District Court Judge
Minnesota’s Second Judicial District, Ramsey County
Robins Kaplan Associate 2004 - 2006

Where are you working now?
Since September of 2019, I have been a district court judge in Minnesota’s Second
Judicial District – Ramsey County.
What is your range of responsibilities or areas of focus?
Like all new judges in the Second Judicial District, I am in the criminal division. I
preside over all the stages of criminal cases in a trial court – first appearances, bail,
pretrial litigation, trial and sentencing.
What does a typical workday include for you?
A typical day usually involves a full day of hearings in one of Ramsey County’s
three court locations. They are busy days, handling dozens of cases throughout
the day. Every few weeks, I handle cases set for jury trial. The COVID-19 pandemic
has put this case rotation “on pause,” but our courts will slowly begin reopening
operations.
What is the most fulfilling part of your job?
The people. It is an honor to have an impact – even if it is relatively small – on the
lives of so many people on a daily basis.
Have you held other positions since leaving Robins Kaplan?
For 13 years before joining the bench, I was an assistant federal public defender in
the District of Minnesota.
Is there anything in particular you learned while working at Robins Kaplan
that is useful to you in your current or former role?
Two great things happened during my time at Robins Kaplan:
1. I learned to love trial. So many of the legal lessons I learned were about
viewing a case through the eyes of a juror. That served me well as a trial
lawyer, and continues to do so as a judge. I also tried my first case as a
Robins Kaplan associate. Annie Huang (now a partner at the firm) and I
represented a young brother and sister from the Democratic Republic of
the Congo. We won asylum for them after a bench trial in immigration
court. It remains one of my proudest moments as a lawyer.
2. I gained lifelong friends. Some of my closest friends today were my
colleagues when I was a Robins Kaplan associate.
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TARA SHARP
Associate General Counsel
The Rocket Science Group, LLC
Robins Kaplan Associate 2010 - 2016

Where are you working now?
Currently, I am Associate General Counsel and VP of Legal at Mailchimp. Mailchimp is an allin-one marketing platform for small businesses. I’ve been with the company for four years,
serving in several legal roles during that time.

What is your range of responsibilities or areas of focus?
Our legal team is still relatively small, so I have to be prepared to take on a wide variety of
work. My responsibilities regularly include counseling product teams on new feature releases;
evaluating technology for patentability and advising on the overall intellectual property
strategy of the company; and assisting with data protection, privacy, and security issues. I also
manage external legal affairs for Mailchimp, including litigation, regulatory inquiries, and other
disputes. Because Mailchimp’s users are located all over the world, any of these responsibilities
may come up in the domestic or international context, so I’m always being challenged to learn
areas of law (data privacy, for example) from other countries.

What does a typical workday include for you?
There’s no such thing as a typical day! Each morning, I try to identify no more than three things
that I want to accomplish that day. If I’m lucky, I might get two of them done. A large part of
my role involves being available to answer questions and advise both the business and my
colleagues on the legal team on whatever issues might arise throughout the day. I often jump
from reviewing a marketing campaign with a short deadline, to meeting with engineers, to
review a proposed product feature, to working on a subpoena or data request, to answering a
question from a user about data security practices, to advising leadership on the implications
of a new law or executive order, to collaborating with our communications team on a media
inquiry. I learned very early on that my days rarely go “according to plan” and I have to be able
to pivot quickly from one task to the next.

What is the most fulfilling part of your job?
Most of the issues that are brought to me from coworkers can be solved quickly - often in less
than a couple hours. It’s very rewarding to be able to fix what someone else views as a problem
or obstacle, and to see the results of my work positively impact others in such a short period of
time (it’s definitely one of the biggest differences from working on litigation). The gratitude that
coworkers express when you help remove the obstacle from their path is incredibly fulfilling.

Have you held other positions since leaving Robins Kaplan?
Since leaving Robins Kaplan I’ve only worked at Mailchimp.

Is there anything in particular you learned while working at Robins Kaplan
that is useful to you in your current or former role?
Certainly the substantive knowledge that I gained in intellectual property law, and patent law in
particular, has been very useful to me at Mailchimp. But the skills I developed as a litigator, and
learning to become comfortable with adversarial situations in general, have been invaluable.
I approach issues from a completely different angle than my colleagues with transactional
backgrounds, which allows us to complement one another nicely. My litigation background
also causes me to bring a different perspective when advising on business matters (I’ve
been told that I’m always thinking about the worst possible outcome and how to prevent it
from happening). When you’re at a law firm where everyone is used to dealing with conflict
and friction on a daily basis, you don’t think the environment you work in and the mindset it
cultivates are particularly unique. But when you step out of that environment, you realize that
the behaviors you’ve learned, such as making quick decisions with incomplete information or
embracing adversity, are not commonplace.

What keeps you busy in your spare time?
I live in Atlanta, Georgia with my husband, Steve, our 1-year old daughter, Emerson, and our
Basset hound, India. The recent quarantine has forced me to press pause on traveling for the
time being, which is one of my greatest interests. But all of the time at home recently has
allowed me to focus more on other hobbies, including running and gardening. I’ve also been
trying to learn how to cook a few Mexican dishes, such as mole sauce and enchiladas.
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FOCUS ON EVENTS
Robins Kaplan recently hosted two popular virtual CLE events
that enjoyed outstanding engagement and feedback. If you
missed them, or they would be of interest to colleagues,
recordings are available on our website.

This virtual CLE event featured a panel discussion with tips on preparing
clients, working with court reporters, and managing exhibits as attorneys
take on remote depositions.
Speakers:
Robins Kaplan Partner Jake Holdreith
Robins Kaplan Associate Erica Ramsey
Robins Kaplan Associate Julie Wang
Multimedia Project Manager Travis Wilhelmi
Moderator: Robins Kaplan Associate Brandy Worden, CIPP/US, CIPP/E
If you missed this CLE, you can access the webinar here.

Our annual Pride Month CLE, co-sponsored by Gender Justice and
OutFront Minnesota, had panelists who shared insights on LGBTQ inclusive
terminology and their expertise on current legal issues impacting LGBTQ
equity in the United States.
Speakers:
Legal Director Jess Braverman of Gender Justice
Executive Director Monica Meyer of Gender Justice
Communications Brand Manager Jacob Thomas of OutFront Minnesota
Moderator: Robins Kaplan Associate Alexander D. Newman
If you missed this CLE, you can access the webinar here.
To celebrate Pride Month, the firm also held a social event with drag artist,
activist, and candidate for New York City Council Marti Gould Cummings,
and held a fundraiser that raised $11,210.76 collectively for Lambda Legal,
Center for Black Equity, and the National Black Justice Coalition.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Our lawyers will be sharing their expertise in several upcoming
events. Contact Jasmine Bradford at JBradford@RobinsKaplan.com
for registration information.

MASS TORTS CASE SELECTION:
WHICH PROJECTS TO CHOOSE,
WHICH PROJECTS TO PASS ON
August 18, 2020
11:00 a.m. PT | 1:00 p.m. CT |
2:00 p.m. ET
Rayna Kessler
12TH ANNUAL PRACTITIONERS’
THINK TANK ON ITC LITIGATION
& ENFORCEMENT
August 24, 2020
12:45 p.m. PT | 2:45 p.m. CT |
3:45 p.m. ET
Bryan Vogel
Discount:
Outside Counsel - 10% off using
discount code S10-868-868L20.S
In-House Counsel - register for
free by emailing customerservice@
americanconference.com
(subject to confirmation of why you
are interested and how your company
is related to the ITC space)

VOLUNTEER LAWYERS
NETWORK RIVERFRONT
CELEBRATION 2020
September 10, 2020
3:00 p.m. PT | 5:00 p.m. CT |
6:00 p.m. ET
Minneapolis, MN
Michael D. Reif

PAST EVENTS
COVID-19 can’t keep Robins
Kaplan lawyers down! Here is a
list of the various programs where
RK lawyers have shared their legal
knowledge with others.
DISCOVERING A HIDDEN
REVENUE STREAM: RECOVERIES
FROM ANTITRUST CLASS ACTION
SETTLEMENTS IN ECONOMIC
DOWNTURN (Recording Available)
July 21, 2020 | William Reiss
MANAGING TRANSATLANTIC
BUSINESS IN UNCERTAIN TIMES
(Recording Available)
April 29, 2020 | Ryan Marth
ANTICIPATING SOFTWARE
LICENSE DISPUTES IN TODAY’S
EVOLVING WORK-FROM-HOME
MODEL (Recording Available)
April 23, 2020
Bryan Mechell | Ellen Levish
LENDING AND SBA OPTIONS
(Recording Available)
April 7, 2020 | Scott Gautier

18TH ANNUAL GOLF
TOURNAMENT FOR THE
BENEFIT OF SPECIAL OLYMPICS
MASSACHUSETTS
September 16 - 17, 2020
South Hamilton, MA
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PRO BONO
ROBINS KAPLAN UPDATE:
CITY OF CHICAGO SEEKING
POLICE REFORM
In light of recent conversations about police misconduct and reform, we have
been reflecting on our involvement in reform efforts to the Chicago Police
Department and how that may serve as a model to other states and cites as
they seek to reform and update policing practices.
In August 2017, Robins Kaplan was retained as co-counsel on a pro bono
basis to represent the State of Illinois in a lawsuit against the City of Chicago.
The suit, filed by Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan and Robins Kaplan,
sought an enforceable consent decree to implement the numerous reforms
outlined by the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) in its investigation of the
Chicago Police Department (CPD). The State of Illinois sought reforms to
provide the support police officers need to implement safe and constitutional
policing practices that will help rebuild trust between community residents
and the CPD.
State of Illinois v. City of Chicago, case no. 17-cv-6260, was filed in the United
States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois Eastern Division on
August 29, 2017.
In February 2019, Robins Kaplan LLP announced the approval of the consent
decree, as a result of the lawsuit. The decree sought to implement reforms to
CPD practices that were recommended by the DOJ following its civil rights
investigation of the CPD.
Illinois Attorney General Kwame Raoul lauded the approval of the federal
consent decree, which will require wide-ranging and enforceable reforms
of the CPD. Approved by U.S. District Court Judge Robert M. Dow, the
decree comes after negotiations by the Attorney General’s Office, the City
of Chicago and CPD, as well as engagement with Chicago communities,
organizations, and police officers.
The consent decree mandates reforms of the CPD’s policies, practices,
training, and accountability mechanisms to address the use of force, ensure
police accountability, improve public and officer safety, and ultimately build
trust between CPD and Chicago residents.
Recent events have prompted us to look for ways to support real change
while promoting racial equity, and the work in Chicago may have lessons
for future reform efforts. For more analysis, please see an article recently
published by Duke Law Journal on the role of state attorneys general in
reforming local police departments, which highlights the Chicago police
reform efforts.
Current and former firm attorneys involved in the case include: Patrick
M. Arenz, Eric P. Barstad, Matthew P. Cardosi, Kelvin D. Collado, Aaron R.
Fahrenkrog, Sherli M. Furst, Andrew D. Hedden, Jeffrey A. Hovden, Kate
E. Jaycox, Daniel R. Josephson, Carly Ann Kessler, Alyssa N. Lawson, Shui
Li, Anne M. Lockner, Corey A. Lederman, Martin R. Lueck, Munir Meghjee,
Alexander D. Newman, Liana J. Newton, Timothy Q. Purdon, Sharon RobergPerez, Danielle S. Rosenthal, Aaron M. Sheanin, Manleen Singh, Emily J.
Tremblay, Devon H.M. Villarreal
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OPTIMIZING YOUR
PROFESSIONAL BIO
Every working professional maintains some version of their professional
biography, whether it is for an internal corporate website listing, a biography
provided to a professional or charitable organization, a governmental agency
listing, or law firm website bio for marketing and business development
purposes. Steven Posthumus, RFP and Directories Strategist at Robins Kaplan
LLP provides some tips and advice for preparing a compelling and persuasive
attorney biography.
Best practices for optimizing your bio include:
•W
 hen writing your bio, remember that you are writing to your “clients”
– individuals either within or outside your organization who rely on your
expertise. So, keep in mind: what does your audience care about?
•T
 hey want to know what it would be like to work with you. It’s helpful,
therefore, to give readers a sense of your personality and your unique traits
as a lawyer. As you write your bio, ask yourself:
» What makes you different from other attorneys?
»H
 ow can you make your professional contacts’ lives simpler and easier?
» What are your greatest strengths as a professional?
» What areas of the law or particular matters are you passionate about?
» Why did you decide to practice law in the first place?
» What do people say about you? A testimonial can be very powerful.
•D
 on’t write your bio the same way you wrote your resume. Your bio should be
more than simply a list of achievements – it should be engaging, it should be
persuasive, and it should acknowledge the needs and concerns of those who
rely on your legal advice and command of legal problem solving.
•P
 roblem solving and case results are a great way to demonstrate your
experience. When possible, include brief descriptions of how you have solved
thorny business problems with legal implications and delivered results. When
describing your successes, where possible mention how the department,
division, or business benefitted. For example, “The settlement helped the
organization invest in updated technology,” or “The verdict allowed the
company to proceed with a multi-million dollar expansion into a new product
line.” This makes it easier for readers to see the benefit of working with you.
• Review your bio at least once per year – this helps ensure that it is up to date.
Whether you’re looking to make a few quick updates or a total rewrite,
there are numerous ways to make your bio shine.
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ROBINS KAPLAN &
ALUMNI PUBLICATIONS

REMOTE DEPOSITIONS
IN THE ERA OF COVID-19

Ian S. Millican
Counsel

The COVID-19 pandemic has created an urgent
necessity to conduct depositions remotely. Several
court reporting companies have developed
proprietary, remote, audio-visual deposition
technologies, and others have partnered with
software-as-a-service (SaaS) companies to provide
the same. Here’s a primer on how to navigate some
common issues that may arise in remote depositions…
» READ MORE

MENTORING DIVERSE ATTORNEYS
DURING THE PANDEMIC

Lisa M. Coyle
Partner

The value of mentoring in the legal profession
cannot be overstated. From a diversity and inclusion
perspective, it is critical. But with remote working,
diverse attorneys face new challenges that may make
mentoring more difficult. Some of the best mentoring
relationships occur organically, whether the mentor
and mentee connect at a networking event or in the
cafeteria. Today, those venues are replaced with
Zoom, which opens literal windows into diverse
attorneys’ personal lives…
» READ MORE

Manleen Singh
Associate

A GAME OF HALF LIFE: EXPLORING
WHOLENESS THROUGH PLAY

ANDREA YANG
Associate Director of
Career Development
Pepperdine Caruso
School of Law Certified
Professional Coach
Andrea Yang
Coaching

It’s Sunday morning at the Whitefire Theater, a small
community theater in Los Angeles. Three of us are on
stage, getting ready to play an improv game called Half
Life. With this game, we have one minute to create a
scene and then thirty seconds to re-play it, condensed.
The process repeats in fifteen, seven, three, and onesecond increments. For the seven-second version, we
are to perform the scene in backwards order…
» READ MORE
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CURRENT ROBINS KAPLAN
JOB OPENINGS
INSURANCE LITIGATION
COUNSEL ATTORNEY

DIRECTOR OF DIVERSITY
& INCLUSION

Full Time
Los Angeles, CA

Full Time
Minneapolis, MN, USA

Robins Kaplan LLP is seeking a
litigation Counsel Attorney to
join its Los Angeles (Century
City) office in its Insurance and
Catastrophic Loss Department.
Qualified candidates should have
general litigation experience,
strong academic credentials
and excellent oral and written
communication skills. Eight
years of first-party and bad faith
property coverage experience
is a requirement. Apply if you
would like to practice law in an
environment where new challenges
and growth are approached with
energy, enthusiasm and teamwork,
where you work directly with
clients and where your efforts
are appropriately rewarded with
competitive compensation
and benefits.

Robins Kaplan LLP has an exciting
opportunity available for a Director
of Diversity & Inclusion to provide
vision and leadership, and play a
significant role in executing firmwide strategies and practices to
advance the firm’s diversity and
initiative goals. In this highly visible
and strategic role, you will be
the primary point of contact and
support for the firm’s Diversity
Committee and its working groups,
and will work collaboratively
with firm leaders to plan,
communicate and implement new
strategies for hiring, retaining and
promoting talent from historically
underrepresented backgrounds.
You will also lead efforts across
the firm to promote a culture of
respect and inclusion. This role can
be based in Boston, Los Angeles,
Minneapolis or New York.

LEGAL ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

MASS TORT ASSOCIATE

Full Time
New York, NY, USA

Full Time
New York, NY

Robins Kaplan LLP has an exciting
opportunity in our New York
location for a sharp individual to
provide high-level administrative
support to a busy plaintiff mass
tort/personal injury practice area.
This position requires a high degree
of professionalism, confidentiality,
discretion, initiative, flexibility,
and dependability.

Robins Kaplan LLP has an
opportunity for an experienced
attorney interested in plaintiffside litigation to join our nationally
renowned Mass Tort Litigation
Department in the New York
Office. The position is ideal for a
litigation attorney who wants the
intellectual challenge, camaraderie,
and excitement of working on
complex cases with a top tier
litigation department. The ideal
candidate will have a minimum
of 1 year experience working on
complex personal injury, medical
malpractice, or mass tort claims.

PROJECT REVIEW ATTORNEY
Full Time
Minneapolis, MN, USA
Robins Kaplan LLP directly hires
for document review projects.
Project Attorneys will assist with
document review, analysis, and
coding. The document reviews are
on a temporary and project basis.
We anticipate you will work 40
hours per week for the duration of
them. Temporary project attorneys
earn $27.00/hour. Complimentary
access to our in-building fitness
center is included.

Robins Kaplan LLP is an equal
opportunity employer committed
to building a diverse workforce.
Candidates should apply on-line at
www.RobinsKaplan.com/Careers
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RK ALUMNI CONTACT INFO
Please feel free to contact Jasmine if you’d like to share released
publications, job postings at your place of business, or if you’d like to
be featured in our Alumni Spotlight.

JASMINE BRADFORD

MARTHA CAPPER

ANNY TAVIT

Alumni Coordinator

Attorney Recruiting
Manager

Director of Attorney
Recruiting & Professional
Development

JBradford@
RobinsKaplan.com
612.349.0696
Minneapolis

MCapper@
RobinsKaplan.com
612.349.0620
Minneapolis

800 553 9910
ROBINSKAPLAN.COM

| CELEBRATING 25 YEARS

| CELEBRATING 10 YEARS

ATavit
@RobinsKaplan.com
310.229.5427
Los Angeles

